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NATIONAL INVESTIGATION AGENCY
MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
LUCKNOW

FINAL REPORT
(U/s 173 Gr. PC)

BEFORE THE HONOURABLE SPECIAL JUDGE NIA PATNA

STATE
V/s

IMTIYAZ ANSARI AND OTHERS

1 Name of the Police
Station

FIR No.

Date

National lnvestigation AgencY,
New Delhi

RC 10 & 1112013/NlA-DLl

27 .10.2013
2 Final Report 01 of 2014
3 Date 24 .04. 2014
4 Sections of law Sections 302, 324, 326, 307, 121,

121A, 1208, 34 lPC, Sec.3,4,5
Explosive Substances Act,
Sec.1 6, 1 8 and 20 UA(P) and
151, 153 RailwaYs Act and 17

CLA Act.
5 Tvpe of Final Report Oriqinal
6 Name of the Investigation

officer
1. Shri Rajesh Sahni, Addl.

Supdt. Of Police, NlA,
Lucknow.

9 Name of the complainant Ram Pukar Singh, InsP PS GRP
Patna &
Rajbindu Prasad, lnsP, PS

Gandhi Maidan Patna
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11. Particulars of accused persons charge sheeted
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10 | Details of I List Enclosed (Annexure lll)
Properties/Articles/
Documents
recovered/seized During
investigation and relied
upon

a Name A-1: lmtiyaz Ansari resident of 289,
Niche Mohalla Sithiyo PS Dhurwa
Ranchi.

b Father's Name Kamaluddin Ansari
c Aqe 31 vears
d Sex Male
e Nationalitv lndian
F Passport Details Not Available

g Relision lslam
h Occupation Works in Father's Kirana Shop
I Address(Present) 289, Niche Mohalla Sithiyo PS Dhurwa

Ranchi. Presently in Judicial custody in
Beur Jail Patna.

J Address (Permanent) Same as above
k Whether Arrested/on

Bail/Abscondinq
Arrested on 27.10.2013 and at present
in Judicial custody at Beur Jail, Patna.
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12.Particulars of accused persons

Not charge sheeted:

13. (l) Particulars of witnesses
Examined

(ii) List of Document

14 Result of laboratory
Analysis

A-2 late Md Tariq Ajam son of
Ataulla Ansari, resident of
Sithyo, PS-Dhurwa, Ranchi

arrested on 27.10.2013 at

the scene of crime at

Sulabh Sauchalaya,
Railway Station, Patna.

Later succumbed to injury

during treatment at IGIMS

Patna on 1.11.13 (since

dead.

As regards other accused
persons investigation is still

going on.

Separate list attached as Annexure-l

Separate list attached as Annexure - ll

: Exhibits recovered from the scene of
bomb blast site.of Sulabh Sauchalaya,

Patna Railway Station along with the

exhibits recovered from the house of
lmtiyaz A 1 were sent for forensic

analysis. The report indicated the

presence of Aluminium/Potassium
Chlorate based improvised explosive

material.
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15. Brief fact of the case

15.,1 ln compliance to the order of the Ministry of Home Affairs Order

Number F. No. 1101116712013-lS-lV dated 3111012013, National

Investigation Agency has re-registered a regular case vide crime No

RC10/2013/NlA/DLl and RC 11l2}13iNlA-DLl dated 0111112013 and

took over the investigation of PS GRP, Patna case FIR No - 361/13

Dated 2711012013 under section 307, 326, 121, 121(A), 120(B)' 34

lPC, Section 3 & 5 Explosive Substances Act, Section 16,18, 20

UA(P)Act, Section 151, 153 Railway Act and Case FIR No 451113

under sections 324132613071302112A P,l1211121 A lPC,31415

Explosive Substances Act, 16118120 UA(P)Act and 17 CLA act of

Gandhi Maidan PS, Patna .The FIR No 361113 was registered on the

written complaint of the Shri Ram Pukar Singh, Officer- in- charge of

GRP PS Patna, Bihar and FIR No 451113 was registered on the

complaint of Rajbindu Prasad SHO Gandhi Maidan Patna. The first

case relates to a bomb explosion in Sulabh Sauchalaya of Patna

Railway Junction adjacent to Platform No. 10 on 2711012013 which

resulted into severe injury to A-2, who subsequently succumbed to

his injury. The second case relates to a series of blasts at Gandhi

Maidan Patna where Hunkar rally of BJP was going on' The

explosions left six persons dead and more than 89 people injured.

15.2 lt is disclosed during investigation that accused persons are

members of banned outfit lM (lndian Mujahideen) and Student

lslamic Movement of India (SlMl) and have exploded bombs in

Patna at public places with intent to kill innocent citizens and thereby
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to threaten the unity, security and sovereignty of India and damage

Govt. properties.

15.3 The investigation also disclosed that accused persons triggered

explosions using (improvised explosive device) to strike terror in the

minds of the people of India.

15.4 lt is also disclosed during investigation that accused persons have

formed unlawful association in furtherance of common objective by

means of criminal force using bombs (improvised explosive device).

15.5 lt is also found during investigation that accused persons have

conspired to carry out terrorist act.

16. Facts disclosed in investiqation

16.1 On 27.10.13, a political programme, Hunkar Rally was organized

by BJP in Gandhi Maidan, Patna. Sh. Narendra Modi, Hon'ble

Chief Minister, Gujarat, was to address the rally and was also the

Chief Guest of the function.

16.2 On 2711012013 at around 0930 Hrs. a bomb explosion took place

at the Public Conveniece (Sulabh Sauchalaya) adjoining to the

platform no 1O of Patna Railway Station. Hearing the huge sound

of blast, caretaker of Sulabh Sauchalaya Subodh Jha, who was

on the duty at that time rushed to the spot. He saw that one

person was grievously injured and another person was trying to

escape. Both these persons were recognised by the said Subodh

Jha having gone inside the toilet 10-15 minutes ago, after paying

Rs.7/- each. Shri Virendra Ram, sweeper, Shankar Kumar of
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Sulabh International and policemen on duty also reached at blast

site. Statements of (1) Subodh Jha (2) Virendra Ram and (3)

Shankar Kumar have also been recorded under section 164

Cr,P.C.

16.3 Sh Anant Kumar Rai, Dy SP along with Insp. Sh Ram Pukar

Singh, Cont. Sudhir Kumar and Cont Mukesh Kumar Singh also

reached to the blast site as they were on duty at Patna Railway

station in view of Hunkar Rally of BJP. After reaching the blast

site, Insp. Ram Pukar Singh saw that the doors of the bathroom

and latrines were broken. Smell of gun powder was everywhere.

He saw that one person(A-2) had been grievously injured at the

said site and another person(A-1) was found present at the spot

under suspicious circumstances, and he was detained for

questioning. As he moved the said injured person, he found that

two live bombs were lying near his body. The injured person was

immediately evacuated to Patna Medical College Hospital for

treatment. On being questioned by the police the detained

person disclosed his name as lmtiyaz Ansari son of Kamaluddin

Ansari resident of Sithiyo PS Dhunva, Ranchi, Jharkhand.

lmtiyaz Ansari also identified the said injured person as Tariq @

Ainul son of Ataulla Ansari resident of Niche Mohalla Sithyo, PS-

Dhunrua, Ranchi (Jharkhand).A 1 was arrested on the scene of

crime itself.

16.4 lnvestigation further disclosed that lmtiyaz Ansari along with

Tariq had come to Patna Railway Station for planting bombs at

the railway station. Both of them had come from Ranchi by bus in

the morning and were carrying IED's. They had gone inside
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Sulabh Sauchalaya for activating them. Due to mishandling

while activation one of the bombs exploded and Tariq @ Ainul

(A-2) got injured. Hearing the blast, lmtiyaz concealed his bag

with lEDs in the water system(flush) of the toilet and was found

in suspicious circumstances and detained by the police. On his

disclosure, the bomb in the flush tank was recovered by

Rampukar Singh lnsp GRP. As the bomb was heavy and live, he

left the polythene bag in the flush itself, which later exploded

even before the same could be de-activated by bomb disposal

squad.

16.5 During his preliminary questioning lmtiyaz disclosed that

planning for conducting blasts at Patna was done at Ranchi. lt

was further disclosed by him that Haider Ali @ Abdullah son of

Alam Ansari resident of Khiriyama Madanpur Aurangabad Bihar

had introduced him to one Meman (who at the time of initial

questioning was identified by lmtiyaz as Tehseen Akhthar

@Monu). He also revealed that lmtiyaz, Tariq, Haider, Meman,

Numan son of Sultan resident of Niche Mohalla, Sithiyo Ranchi"

resident of Niche Mohalla,

Sithiyo Ranchi, Mujibulla Ansari son of Jabir Ansari resident of 61

, Chakla PS Ormanjhi Ranchi, Umer Siddiqui son of Safi Siddiqui

resident of Noorani Chowk , Rajatalab PS Civil Lines Raipur,

Azharuddin son of Shakeeluddin resident of House No 261350 in

front of Marina Beauty Parlour, Nai Basti, Rajatalab PS Civil lines

Raipur and some others were involved in the criminal conspiracy'

Based on the disclosure of facts by lmtiyaz, a written complaint

was filed by Inspector Ram Pukar Singh, based on which case
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cdme No 361/13 was registered at GRP Station, Patna against

six accused namely (1) lmtiyaz Alam son of Kamaluddin Ansari

resident of Sithiyo Dhunrva Ranchi JH, (2) Numan son of Sultan

Ansariresidentof266aSithiyoPSDhurwaRanchi,(3)n
resident of Niche Mohalla, Sithiyo

PS Dhurwa Ranchi, (4) Haider Ali @ Abdulla son of Md Alam

Ansari resident of Khiriyama PS Madanpur Aurangabad, (5)

Meman @ Monu @ Tehsin Akhtar son of Wasim Akhtar resident

of Maniyarpur, PS Kalyanpur, Samastipur, Bihar and (6)Tariq @

Ainul son of Ataullaha Ansari resident of Sithiyo Ranchi.

16.6 On the same day, i.e. 27.10.2013, a series of bomb blasts also took

place at Gandhi Maidan, venue of the Hunkar rally. The first blast

took place at about 1140 hrs, ( In front of Udyog Bhavan, near Mona

cinema) and subsequently other blasts occurred at 1205 hrs. (Near

Regent cinema Hall and Udyog Bhavan gate in Gandhi Maidan

)1210 hrs.,( Near Old Statue of Gandhiji) 1215 hrs.( Near Twin

tower of Gandhi Maidan), 1220 hrs.( In front of children Park in

Gandhi Maidan.) and 1245 hrs.( also near Twin tower in Gandhi

Maidan ) In the blasts six people died and more than 89 persons

were injured. The deceased persons were identified as (i)

Rajnarayan Singh son of Ramdahin Singh resident of Kamarji, P.S.

Gaurichak Patna. (ii). Guddu K Singh @ Vikas Kumar Singh son

of Meghnath Singh resident of Nisija, P.S. Karamchak Sabar,

Kaimur (iii).Rajesh Kumar son of Anjani Kusum resident of Kalsa

Hiyapur P.S. Sarmera, Nalanda (iv). Bindeshwari Choudhary son
I of prithwi Choudhary resident of Bariyarpur P.S. Koda Bandpur
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Begusarai. (v) Munna Srivastava son of Satyanar ayan Vidrohi

resident of Badi Dhanesh P.S. Hatua Gopalganj (vi). Bharat Rajak

son of Netni Rajak resident of Simrahi P.S. Raghopur, Supaul.

16.7 Based on the information collected from the spot, Case FIR No

451113 under sections 3241326130713021120 B.11211121 A lPC, 31415

Explosive Substances Act, 16118120 UA(P)Act and 17 CLA act was

registered at Gandhi Maidan PS, Patna . Later this was taken over

as mentioned in para 16.1

16.8 As mentioned above at para 16.3 , A-1 was arrested from the scene

of crime and his personal search as well as the search of the blast

site was carried out. During the search several incriminating articles

and materials were recovered and seized which have been in

mentioned in seizure memo.The details of articles seized from the

scene of crime is mentioned in Annexure lll.

16.9 During course of investigation, it was disclosed that

accused lmtiyaz (A1 ) was using mobile no

frequently visited Ranchi for making purchases for his shop.

He used to offer Namaz at Al Falah Mosque and lqra Masjid

at Ranchi. Investigation further disclosed that ,A1 is known to

one Haider @ Abdulla son of Md Alam Ansari resident of

Doranda Ranchi and Madanpur, Khiriyama, Aurangabad

Bihar. He had met Haider at a religious gathering in Ranchi

about one and half years ago. During the said meeting

Haider influenced A 1 with his radical lslamic views .He
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further introduced A-1 to Meman at lqra Mosque at Ranchi in

a'Jalsa'.

16.10 lt is further revealed that 'A1 was motivated by the said

Meman (A -3) against Gujarat Chief minister Shri Narender

Modi. Meman used to tell that Bajrang Dal and RSS are anti-

Muslim and they have to take revenge against these

leaders, including Narender Modi, Pravin Togadiya and

Ashok Singhal. He also used to tell him and others that if

they will not take revenge then their Namaz will not be

accepted. The Communal violence of Muzaffarnagar was

also discussed. They decided to plan and take revenge.

16.11 lt was further disclosed during investigation that Haider @

Abdullah had visited the native village of A-1 many times and

met with nephew of A-1

Numan son of Sultan and Tariq son of Ataulla. Haider came

to A-1's house between 18th & 20th October and briefed A 1

of Patna Rally. Meman came at A 1's house 3-4 days before

27th October'13 and asked A-1 to be prepared for the Patna

task.

16.12 lnvestigation further disclosed that Haider also prepared Tariq,

Numan andl)for the blast on the day of rally at Patna on

27.10.13. Haider and Meman had instructed them to leave their

mobiles at homes and carry bags with daily need items and tell

their parents and family members that they were going out for

some work. A-1 talked with Numan and f and decided

that they will leave in the evening of 26th October 2013. This is
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also established by the statement of auto driver lftekhar Alam of

Sithiyo.

16.19 Investigation has further disclosed that 41 talked to his friend

Tabish resident of Motihari on 26.10.13 morning on the mobile

number-Jroni his mobile |lFrand discussed

about his address. Meman had given Rs.5000/ each to A-1 and

Tariq (A2). A-1 had some money of his shop as well. A-1 met

Meman last time on 26.10J3 evening at Ranchi Kantatoli bus

stand. At the bus stand all six including A 1,

Il Numan Alam son of Sultan and Tariq @ Ainul, Monu and

Haider were present. Meman gave A-1 and Tariq one polythine bag

each. He also-gave the same type of polythine bag to

Numan and Haider. All bags contained iron pipes and explosives

with watch. Explosives were wrapped in shining plastic. Meman told

that bombs were ready and to activate them they have to insert the

battery in the watch only. A-1 sat with Tariq in sleeper bus. Meman

told A1 to place bombs in Patna railway station .A-1 had written 6

mobile numbers on a small piece of paper to contact or get help in

case of emergency. A-1 had left his mobile at his residence in

Sithiyo.

16.14 lt was further disclosed that A-1 and A-2 left Ranchi at around

2100 hours by bus. Haider, Numan and me from

another bus. Meman told that he had some more persons who will

acgompany hlm, Their bus reached Patna bypass road early in

the morning of 27th Oct. Due to heavy traffic they left the bus and

ft
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travelled on foot to Mithapur and took an auto and reached Patna

Junction on the side of platform no 10 (Karbighaiya side).

16.15 On the disclosure of accused A-1, information was shared by

GRP Patna with Ranchi police on the date of arrest and searches

were carried out in the houses of all the accused persons of

Sithiyo. During the search of the house of lmtiyaz Alam a cooker

with explosive like substances with fuse wire was recovered and

seized. Other fuse wires, explosive powder, mobile phones, pen

drive, glass balls books and magazines, posters and other items

were also seized.

l6.l6lnvestigation further disclosed that four lmprovised explosive

devices (lED) were recovered on the day of blast and three IED's

recovered on 29.10.13 recovered from four separate places in

Gandhi maidan. All these lEDs were diffused by the BDDS team.

16.17 During further searches conducted on 29-10-2A13 at the house of

accused lmtiyaz Ansari one Lotus quartz timer clock, empty

mobile boxes, thread, Kalaunji seeds and other items were seized.

Two Nokia model 114 mobile boxes were recovered and lMEl

and

-were 

written on it. The Lotus clock which was

seized in the instant case is the same type as was used in Bodh

Gaya blasts on 7.07.13.

l6.lSlnvestigation further established that that one Mojibullah Ansari

was in contact with accused lmtiyaz Ansari and used to live in

room No. B of Eram Lodge in Police station Hindpidhi. Based on

information and intelligence search was conducted by local police

on 4.11.13 and many incriminating articles viz (i) 09 live bomb with
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Lotus quartz clock attached from three separate cartons (ii) 2s

Pcs. of Gelatine packed in plastic on which 'Raj power-9O' is

written, (iii) 14 pcs of detonators attached with red coloured wire,

(iv) 04 pcs of Lotus quarlz timer clock, (v) one plastic bag

containing about 02 kg. of iron nails (Kati), (vi) Thin electrical wire

08 no's, (vii) 03 face mask of cloth, (viii) Map of India on its back,

map of Gandhi Maidan and adjacent places sketched by pencil,

(ix) One tourist guide map of Varanasi page 01 to 09, (x) Up

tourist Road Atlas with distance map in which some places is

marked by ink page 01 to 50, (xi) Hand written and printed 09

pages, (xii) Hindi Newspaper. Dainik Bhaskar, Prabhat Khabrein,

Hindustan of 05-03-2013 in which news of arrest of Manzar lmam

in Hyderabad bomb blast case published, (xiii) Hindi Newspaper

Hindustan, Dainik Bhaskar, Sanmarg, Prabhat Khabrein, Ranchi

Express, Aaj, Dainik Jagaran and The telegraph, Inext, Times of

India and Hindustan Times of 08-07-2013 in which news of serial

bomb blast in Mahabodhi Mandir, Bodh Gaya were published,

(xiv) India road map with state distance guide in which ink marks

put on many religious places, (xv) One today small diary with hand

written in Urdu, Hindi and English, (xvi) One 2010 year diary with

hand written in Urdu, Hindi and English, (xvii) One liner copy with

hand written Urdu and on front page name of Naushad Ahmad

lrba-Karma is written, (xviii) one Urdu magazine of student

fslamic organization Policy Program of January 2013-2014, (xix)

Urdu magazine Rafiq e Manzil of Jan. 2013, Feb. 2013, (xx) Urdu

book 'Dastur' on which student lslamic organisation is written,

(xxi) One liner copy with something written in Urdu, (xxii) One
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2011 diary hand written in Urdu 01 to 160 pages, (xxiii) photo

copy of voter lD of Mojibullah Ansari and Salim Ansari were

provided by Manzar lmam Owner of Eram Lodge were recovered

and seized. Subsequent upon recovery of aforementioned

articles, a separate FIR vide case crime No 98512013 dated

4.11.13 was also registered at Police station Hindpidi. During

course of investigation, lD of Salim Ansari was verified from the

office of Deputy Election Officer Ranchi and the same was found

to be fake.

lO.lg lnvestigation further revealed that one Umer Siddiqui son of Md

Safi Siddiqui resident of Rajatalab Noorani Chowk Raipur is

associated with banned organisation SlMl and had provided

shelter to Haider @ Abdulla, Numan, lb and Mojibullah

Ansari. A case FIR No. 740113 dated 14.11.13 was registered at

P.S. Civil Lines, Raipur uls 317110111113115116/18 UA (P) Act'120

P,1121 IPC against Umer Siddiqui and others. lt is further revealed

that they used to organise terrorist training camps and prepare

sleeper cells. lt is found during investigation that absconders of

Patna Blast case namely Haider, Numan,f and Mojibullah

had taken shelter in Raipur with the help of Umer Siddiqui and

Azharuddin Qureshi, SIM I acitivists.

16.20 The FIR and disclosure statements of accused of crime no.

740113 substantiate the allegation that the accused persons

already knew each other prior to the incident. lt also came into

light that Haider: had done the Reconnaissance of various rallies

of Narendra Modi and was in contact with Umer Siddiqui and Abu

Fazal (SlMl Activist) since long.
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16.21 lt is found in the investigation that local unit of Raipur SlMl used

to organize Takreers for Jihad in Hindustan and to collect funds

for Jihad and the said Takreer was addressed. The trainings were

also imparted to SlMl cadres regarding the techniques of

assembling a bomb. lt further revealed that Azharuddin Qureshi

the other co accused always used to talk about Jihad and had

plan to escape to Afghanistan after carrying out bomb blasts in

various parts in India.

16.22 tnvestigation further revealed that Umer had prior knowledge of

these blasts at Patna and was involved in the planning and

execution. Statements of Umar & Azharuddin have also been

recorded under 164 CrPC in NIA Case Crime No RC

07/13/NlA/DLl, (Bodh Gaya blast case). In his statement before

the magistrate, Umer Siddiqui has confessed his involvement in

instant case. Azharuddin confessed his role in giving shelter to

the absconding accused of the instant case as well as

involvement of accused Umer Siddiqui in Patna Bomb Blast.

;,23During the course of investigation it is further revealed that

,, Muzibullah &Haider @ Abdullah were jointly residing at room No. 8

;'',,: of Eram Lodge. Tariq, Numan and lmtiYaz were

acquainted with each other even prior to the incident to them' lt

has further been established that Haider used to go to Sithiyo

Village and Dhruva Dam frequently and reside in the house of

yaz. Monu @ Tehsin was also seen occasionally in Sithiyo

with lmtiyaz,

course of investigation it is revealed that Haider had taken

program of Darsh andmil Shadaab to Hazaribagh in the
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Quran in 2005-06. Manzar lmam & Danish Riyaz were also there

in the program. While returning from the program Haider told the

Muzzammil Shadaab that the program was organised by "SlMl". ln

Darsh Haider used to discuss about the condition of Muslims in

Chechnya, lraq & Afghanistan including Gujarat riots and also

used to show video clippings in this regard. They also used to

motivate lmtiyaz and other co accused as discussed above for

getting ready for Jihad.

16.25 During the course of investigation and analysis of the mobile

numbers of the named accused of the instant case it has come to

light that accused persons were in constant touch among

themselves.

16.26 During the course of investigation, for affecting the arrest of the

absconding accused persons namely Haider, Monu, ||F
Numan and Muzibullah Ansari raids were conducted. Non

bailable warrants were issued and as the accused were

absconding the same were returned in original to the court.

Procedures under Sec. 82 and 83 of Cr. PC were observed after

seeking the orders of the Hon'ble Court of Spl. Judge, NlA.

16.27 During the course of the investigation of the instant case, it is

disclosed that the members of the banned terrorist outfit i.e.

Indian Mujahideen (lM) and the Student lslamic movement of

India (SlMl) were the key planner of the bomb blast which was

carried out on 27th October 2013 and the details about the above

organization and its key player's role needs to be discussed

accordingly. Indian Mujahidin, all its formations and front

organisation is a terrorist organisation as declared in the 1't
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Schedule of Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967 (Act No 37

of 1967), as amended by Act 35 of 2008, and mentioned at serial

no 35 (inserted by SO 1303(E) dated 0210612010) in the

aforementioned schedule. The involvement of lM has been

established in various IED blasts in the country from Feb 2005

onward.

16.2g Investigation conducted so far brought on record that the plan to

attack Narendra Modi's rally, in fact, took shape in August 2013

when Haider @ Abdullah went to meet Umer Siddiqui resident of

Raipur after Bodh Gaya blasts of July 2013. Haider told Umer

that boys (referring to the accused lmliyaz,Il} Tariq and

Mujibulla) were very happy and were feeling victorious after

executing the Bodhgaya blast. They wanted to repeat the act.

He asked Umer about more attacks on Buddhists and places

associated with Buddism. He and Mujibulla collected information

about the places of pilgrimage of Buddhism. He was also thinking

of attacking a train which runs between New Delhi and Bodh

Gaya and on which many foreign Buddhists travel. Umer

suggested him that when once they had attacked a Buddhist

place there was no need for further attack on Buddhist places'

16.2g During investigation, it was also revealed that Umer attracted

Haider's attention towards Shri Narendra Modi. He told that Shri

Narendra Modi was participating in rallies and creating an

atmosphere of fear all over the country. Even after the Gujarat

- riots his name was projected as PM and he was the biggest

threat to them and for the secularism of the country'
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16.30 Investigation revealed that Haider agreed to the plan. In August
2013 Umer introduced Haider to Dawood Khan of Raipur.
Dawood had some ill feeling towards Shri Narendra Modi. Haider
met him and told that the best way to kill Narendra Modi was to
do bomb blasts in the rally addressed by him which would result

in stampede and a man can target Narendra Modi as ne comes

down from the stage. umer siddiqui suggested to do the

reconnaissance of Ambikapur rally of 7th Sept 2013. Haider went

to Ambikapur on 3 / 4th Sept 13 and did the reconnaissance of
ground and briefed one Dawood on paper. However

apprehending danger Dawood did not agree to undertake the

task

16.31 Haider again went to umer siddiqui on 1"t oct2013 and went to

reconnaissance the venue of Shri Narendra Modi's rally to be

held on 2nd oct 13 in New Delhi. From Derhi he went to Mizapur
and came back to Umer on 16/ 17th oct 13. He told Umer that it

was impossible to target Modi and at the most they could do

some blasts in the rally and cause stampede so that the rally was

disturbed and the message was sent that all people did not like

Modi. He also went to Kanpur raily of 19th oct 13 for recce. He

told Umer that if explosives were arranged he would target

Modi's rally in Patna.

16.32 Investigation brought out that Umer Siddiqui was the leader of
banned organisation SlMl and Haider considered him as his Amir

(Guru). Ljmer Siddiqui joined SlMl in 1999 and even after the ban

on SlMl from 2001 he continued to operate the SlMl organisation

clandestinely. In oct 2010 lkrar sheikh and Abu Faizar (Both slMl
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leaders) came with Haider to Raipur and introduced Haider to

Umer as Abdullah and as a member of SlMl. Haider gave Takreer

on Jang and Jihad. In June, Abu Faizal and lkrar Sheikh were

arrested by MP Police and in Oct 2011 &November 2011, Haider

came again to Umer's House and enquired about Abu Faizal and

lkrar and also showed concern for SlMl's work and network.

Haider again visited Raipur in Dec 11, Jan 12, Mar 12, May 12 &

June 12. In June 12 Haider came with his lap top and showed

the videos of lraq, Afghanistan, Myanmar and Kashmir etc.

16.33 SlMl (Students lslamic Movement of lndia) has been indulging in

activities which are prejudicial to the security of the country and

have the potential of disturbing peace & communal harmony and

disrupting the secular fabrics of the country. In exercise of the

power conferred by the sub section 1 of section 3 of UA (P) Act

1967 (Act 37 of 1967) the Central Government declared the SlMl

as an unlaMul association vide notification No SO 960 (E) Dated

2710912001 , SO 1 1 1 3(E) dated 2610912003, SO 1 91 (E) dated

0810212006, and so 276(E) dated 0710212008 respectively. The

same has also been published in the Gazette of India vide

Notification No 218 dated sth February, 2010.

16.34 During investigation it has been established that lM operatives

contacted several SlMl operatives even for infrastructural

support for the operation of lM. The SlMl and lM have a similar

long term goal to impose a global lslamic Caliphate and lslamic

rule in India subverting the rule of law as enshrined under the

constitution of lndia. The SlMl before being banned had a wide

spread presence in various parts of lndia. The lM operatives
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faced a challenge due to the depleted number of their operatives

in lndia following the large number of arrests made by the

several police agencies. To overcome the challenge they made

efforts to convince the SlMl operatives in Ranchi and other parts

of the country to assess and participate in the lM plan of action.

16.35 lt has been established that the accused Tehsin Akhtar @ Monu,

lM operative have taken the assistance of Haider Ali to find

suitable hide out in Ranchi. The chat of lM operatives Riyaz

Bhatkal and Yasin Bhatkal, collected as evidence during hte

investigation of NIA RC 0612012 also revealed the association of

lM with SlMl acitivists in Ranchi. lnvestigation brought out that

Haider and Monu both found a group of young individuals

following Ahle-hadis sect in Ranchi and in village Sithiyo PS

Dhruva Ranchi, as an easy target to motivate and to indulge

them in Jihadi activities. Haider and Monu were living in Ranchi

town and regularly went to Alfala Masjid & lqra Masjid in Ranchi.

16.36 During course of investigation, Case Properties were sent to
CFSL Kolkata on 2.12.13 under the seal and signature of Hon'ble

Court for forensic examination and expert opinion. Main query

was about the nature of explosives and traces of explosives found

in other exhibits recovered from the spot. CFSL report of the

exhibits send to for forensic analysis clearly mentions the positive

tests for the presence of Sodium , Ammonium, Potassium,

Nitrate, Chloride ions, metallic Aluminium in the exhibits

recovered from Sulabh Sauchalaya Platform no 10 of Patna

Railway Station ( the scene of crime of first blast) near the body of

the injured accused Tariq. The presence of Pentaerythritol
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Tetranitrate (PETN) is also found in the small pieces of sharp iron

nails and in part of exploded battery. The report says that exhibits

indicate the presence of post explosion residues of Ammonium

nitrateiAluminium /Potassium Chlorate based explosives, Further

report regarding Lotus clock and other materials is awaited.

18 Charqes

18.1 fnvestigation has revealed that lmliyaz Ansari son of Kamaluddin

Ansari resident of 289, Niche Mohalla Sithiyo PS Dhurwa Ranchi,

Jharkhand (A-1) joined Student lslamic Movement of India (SlMl)

and had been closely associated with lM member's .He was arrested

on the spot of first bomb blast at Patna Railway Station. Accused 41

was identified as the same person who had come with accused Tariq

(A2) in the Sulabh Sauchalaya at Patna Railway Station. The identity

of accused A 1 was established during the investigation. The

witnesses present on spot have established that 41 along with

others have come from Ranchi to carry out bomb blasts in the

Hunkar rally and also establishes the disclosure of the bomb

concealed by the accused in the flush tank.

18.2 lncident and presence of 41 with co-accused Tariq (A2) on the

Scene of Crime (SOC) and recovery of exhibits have been

established. The bomb which accused A t has left in the flush tank

of toilet was found in the same place, which later on exploded.This

establishes the intention of acused A 1 to strike terror'

18.3 Conspiracy hatched by 41 and other co accused has been

established during the course of investigation'
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18.4 On the disclosure of accused A 1, a pressure cooker with

explosive like material, two small bottles with explosive type

material, one packet containing white powder, apart from other

materials were also recovered and seized, and presence of

explosive substances has been confirmed through CFSL report.

This establishes that accused had planned for terrorist act with the

use of bombs and other explosive substances.

18.5 On the disclosure of accused A 1 lmtiyaz made on 29.10.13

search was conducted at his house at Sithiyo and a Lotus watch

was recovered in RC 07113 of NlA. This watch is similar to the

watch used in Bodh Gaya blasts on the 7th July 2013 and the

same type of Lotus make watches were recovered in the raid of

4.11.13 at Eram Lodge Ranchi. lt is pertinent to mention here that

similar type of watches of Lotus make were used in the Patna

Blasts too. This establishes the connection of accused A 1 with

Bodhgaya and Patna blasts too.

18.6 lt is also an established fact that accused A 1 was in contact with

the accused Umer Siddiqui and Azharuddin of Raipur by way of

analysis of lMEl This lMEl was recovered

from the two boxes which were recovered from lmtiyaz House on

29.10.13. Mobile number {IF used the mobile set

bearing lMEl This number had contacted with

Umer Siddiqui number-;-in Feb'13 and March'13 and

with Azharuddin Qureshi number seventeen times in

between 516113 and 1218113. This establishes the planning and

criminal conspiracy among the accused persons.
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18.7 Accused A-1 actively participated in the activities of the group

belonging to banned organisation SlMl and lM and this fact has

been established during the investigation.

18.8 Accused A-1 was in constant touch with other co accused persons

and this fact is established by the analysis of mobile numbers of the

accused Numan, {f , Tariq, and Mojibullah. lt is also

established fact that accused A-1 and other co accused were closely

associated as analysis of lMEl's numbers recovered from the room

of accused lmtiyaz (A1).

18.9 The making of group and working with common intention is also

established by the fact that the same group lmfiyaz, Haider, Tariq,

nandMojibul|ahwasinvo|vedintheBodhGayablastson7.n
July 2013.

18.10 Accused A-1 used Bombs/explosives for effecting the bomb blast is

established by the recoveries made from the spot and Post Mortem

report of the persons died due to bomb blasts of 27.10.13.The blasts

of Railway Station and Gandhi Maidan Patna is the result of single

conspiracy hatched by the accused persons and therefore, single

charge sheet is being filed in this case.

18.1'lThe materials collected in the form of oral testimonies, documents,

material objects during the investigation provide incontrovertible

evidence establishing the complicity of the accused person in the

crime. However, the role and complicity of other named accused is

continuing . Since A2Tariq @ Ainul, who was injured while planting

bomb at the spot, has died during course of investigation hence no

action was recommended against him.
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18.12The facts and circumstances as discussed above, sufficient

evidences oral as well as documentary has been collected against

the below mentioned accused person to prosecute him under

offences shown against :-

S.No Particulars of the Accused

Persons

Offence (s)

A-1 lmtiyaz Ansari son of

Kamaluddin Ansari resident

of 289, Niche Mohalla

Sithiyo PS Dhurwa Ranchi

Sections 302, 324, 326,

307, 12',1, 1214, 1208, 34

lPC, Sec.3,4,5 Explosive

Substances Act, Sec.16,

18 and 20 UA(P) and 151,

153 Railways Act and 17

GLA Act.

18.13 The sanction for prosecution in respect of aforementioned

accused person namely lmtiyaz Ansari son of Kamaluddin

Ansari resident of 289, Niche Mohalla Sithiyo PS Dhurwa

Ranchi under section 45 (1) of Unlawful. Activities (Prevention)

Act, 1967 and Section 196 Cr.P.C. was accorded by the

competent authority vide order no 1101116712013-lS.Vl(lV) and

enclosed as annexure lV.

18.14The consent as required under Section 7 of the Explosive

Substances Act has been applied for to the competent authority

and the same is under process. lt will be submitted in the Hon'ble

Court as and when received.
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18.15 lt is therefore prayed that cognisance of these offences

punishable under the aforesaid Sections of Law ds mentioned

hereinabove against accused person namely lmtiyaz Ansari son

of Kamaluddin Ansari resident of 289, Niche Mohalla Sithiyo

PS Dhurwa Ranchi (A 1) may be taken and witnesses be

summoned and process be issued against the accused person to

face trial in the court of law in accordance with the provisions of

Law.

19. Dispatched on - 2+4.14

20. Number of enclosures- 4

21. List of enclosures-

Annexure l- List of witnesses

Annexure ll- List of documents

Annexure lll- List of material objects

Annexure lV- Original Prosecution Sanction Order
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